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The Benefits of V-Groove Fabricated Insulation

The foundation of any industrial processing requires miles and miles of piping. These lines play a central role
in moving gases, liquids, by-product, etc. through the process. They must maintain whatever material is
moving through at a required temperature. Maintaining this constant temperature is where the value of
industrial insulation plays a major role.
While there is a wide range of industrial insulation available on the market, each insulation has unique
characteristics and carries with it unique costs. These costs, along with installation, maintenance and service
life all factor into the ROI (Return on investment) of the insulation.
Industrial piping requirements often take the following into consideration: energy efficiency, life expectancy,
dependability, and reliability under an array of conditions.
Factors to be taken into consideration when selecting insulation
• Temperature control
• Reduction of heat
• Noise Reduction
• Condensation prevention
• Personnel protection
• Reduction of CO2 emissions
• Frost protection
These are just some of the basic points to consider when making a decision. Sometimes the decision may be
outside the scope of the person investigating an insulation solution, as it may be specified into a job. Any
given mechanical piping system can have multiple insulation materials and thicknesses along its route that
must adhere to various guidelines, rules, laws or standards such as ASTM.
This guide will focus on v-groove insulation materials that are commonly used as pipe insulation for
mechanical applications. While there are a number of options and choices on the market, this guide focuses
on V-groove fabricated high temperature pipe insulation manufactured from stone wool.
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WHAT IS

STONE WOOL

Stone Wool is sold under various names in the insulation industry. It is also known as Mineral Wool and Rockwool. It is a type of
insulation made from actual stone. Stone wool is known to be an excellent insulator, sound absorber and possesses a very high
melting point. It is used in a wide array of products and applications. It has found an important use in industrial insulation
applications such as mechanical piping.
The primary raw materials in stone wool are basalt, anorthosite, and cemented briquettes. These raw materials along with other
proprietary components of each manufacturer is heated to about 2910°F (about 1600°C) in a furnace. More advanced production
techniques are based on rotating the molten rock at high speeds in a spinning wheel, resembling the way that cotton candy is
made. The finished product is a mass of very fine intertwined fibers, bound together with starch. Oil is also added during production to decrease the formation of dust.

ADVANTAGES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective noise barrier
Dense with exceptional strength
Water repellent and moisture resistant
Easy to cut
Exceptional thermal performance
Fire resistant
Temperature range up to 1400ºF
Inorganic fibers

STONE WOOL INSULATION PRODUCTS
Stone Wool pipe insulation is fabricated in a simliar manner to Calcuim Silicate. Sections are typically supplied in lengths of 36
inches and are available in sizes to fit most standard iron and copper pipe sizes.

Key industrial insulation applications for Stone Wool
- Piping
- Industrial buildings
- Furnaces
- Boilers
- Distillation Columns, vessels and tanks

Due to the high thermal range and lower cost, Stone Wool is a viable alternative to consider for the insulation of industrial piping.
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WHAT IS

V-GROOVE STONE WOOL

There are a number of methods for fabricating preformed industrial piping insulation on the market. The most common method
is the fabrication of cyclinder shaped pieces at 36 inches in length to wrap around piping. This is referred to as Preformed (PF). This
method has some inherent disadvantages mainly due to the costs associated with individually fabricating any given piece. The
storage of these fabricated pieces and the transportation costs will impact any project. Fabricated pieces have to be packaged
into boxes for shipment, therefore occupying more space on a semi-truck.
On November 27, 1987 a patent was filed for a new method of fabricating preformed piping insulation called “V-groove” . This is
referred to as Precision Cut (PC). If there is adhesive in the grooves, then it is referred to as Field Preformed (FPF). In this method
of fabrication, V-grooves are continuously cut into a section of Stone Wool insulation material of variable dimensions. The major
advantages to this method of fabrication are storage and shipping costs. The fabricated pieces can be shipped flat and stored flat
until ready for use on a project.

Components of V-groove insulation
GLASS MAT
JACKETING
8 PCF
STONE WOOL

V-GROOVES
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TYPES OF FABRICATED STONE WOOL PIPE INSULATION

Preformed (“PF”) option

Precision Cut (“PC”) option

Preformed Stone Wool insulation is a
V-groove PreFormed half cylinder pipe
insulation manufactured from Stone
Wool bonded together with a high
temperature binder.

Precision Cut is a Stone Wool
V-groove pipe insulation
manufactured from Stone Wool
with a jacketing.

8 lbs/ft3

8 lbs/ft3

-20°F(-29°C) to 1400°F(760°C)

-20°F(-29°C) to 1400°F(760°C)

Insulation forms

3 Ft. half cylinders

3 Ft. half cylinders

Insulation sizes
Iron pipe

1/2” to 54”

21/2” and greater

5/8” to 121/8”
4” to 72”. Larger sizes are quad-segmented

25/8” to 121/8”
4” to 72”. Larger sizes are quad-segmented

Single layer from 1” to 4”. Double layered
from 41/2” to 8” in 1/2” incremenents per
ASTM C585.

Single layer from 1” to 4”. Double layered
from 41/2” to 8” in 1/2” incremenents per
ASTM C585.

Jacketing Options

Glass Mat, ASJ/SSL and FSK

Glass Mat, ASJ/SSL and FSK

Shipping method

Pre-formed half cylinders
shipped in boxes.

Ships flat and easily formed
on the job site.

Density
Temperature limit

Copper
Ducts
Thickness
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COST ANALYSIS
What better way to prove the cost implications of v-groove fabricated insulation? For this we will use a fictitious
company called “ABC Insulation” and compare the costs across a few choices of Stone Wool.
Project Details:
GLT Fabricators, a GLT Products company located in LaPorte, TX, was tasked with quoting a project in Wyoming. The
project required calcium silicate pipe covering ranging in sizes from 8” x 1-1/2” to 42” x 2-1/2”. Pricing was competitively offered at a total of $36,583.16. It was then suggested to the contractor that stone wool could be provided, would
be less expensive, would provide better thermal performance, be easier to handle, easier to install, would not absorb
water and is proven to have a longer life span than other insulation materials. GLT Fabricators quoted its GreatROC™
PF (Preformed) as an alternative to the original request of another insulation material. GreatROC™ PF is V-grooved
stone wool that is bonded to complete a finished half cylinder to fit precise NPS and copper tubing sizes. The project
was quoted at $14,529.33. A savings of $22,053.83 over the other originally quoted material.
The contractor weighed his alternatives and needed more information before making a decision. He was curious to
know the freight implication for both his material quoted and the GreatROC™ PF. Getting product to a jobsite can be
a costly affair. For those of us in the Mechanical Insulation Industry, freight costs are a constant challenge. Providers
are sprinkled across the country and jobs are often located in the far away regions of the country. If freight charges
are not accurately considered, job profitability will hang in the balance. Most pipe insulation materials are lightweight
but eat up truck volume due to size. The lightweight/high volume freight profile results in high freight classifications
making LTL freight shipments an expensive endeavor. The vendor original quoted material option required 3 full
truckloads at $2,750 per truckload. The GreatROC™ product required 2.7 truckloads if floor loaded and 3.15 truckloads
if loaded on pallets at the same rate of $2,750 per truckload.
As yet another alternative, to help reduce freight costs, GLT Fabricators offered its GreatROC™ PC. GreatROC™ PC is
stone wool that is V-grooved precision cut to fit NPS and copper tubing sizes. GreatROC™ PC is packaged flat allowing
for greater flexibility at the time of shipping. The project was quoted at $12,381.91. The “PC” option was estimated to
ship on 28 pallets, all of which would fit into one 53’ trailer.
Options to the customer were as follows (High to low):
Performed “PF” option (Stone Wool)

Precision Cut “PC” option (Stone Wool)

Material Cost

$14,529.33

$12,381.91

Freight Cost

$2,750 Each
(3 truckloads)

$2,750 Each
(1 Truckload)

Total Cost

$22,779.33

$15,131.91

The customer eliminated the original quoted material option and was able to convince the job owner of the benefits
of stone wool. He then considered the possibility of additional labor costs to install the precision cut option vs the
preformed option and determined them to be negligible. He decided to use GreatROC PC and used the savings to win
the project. The original request versus the agreed upon option resulted in a savings of $29,701.25.
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V-Groove Insulation vs. Calcium Silicate

Need help with your fabricated pipe insulation project?
Not sure which fabricated solutions would work best for your mechanical piping
application?
The innovative insulation specialists at GLT Fabricators can provide you a quote
on any of your fabricated pipe insulation needs.
Consult with us at 713-670-9700 or via email to: info@gltfabricators.com
Choosing the right fabricated pipe insulation for your mechanical piping
application can be a daunting task. Learn the facts, temperature limits and key
applications in our other guide:
Fabricated Pipe Insulation for Mechanical Applications.
Download it online here.
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